




L’inconfondibile eleganza italiana firmata Berloni vive 
in appartamenti, lofts, ville esclusive, in Italia e nel mondo.

 
The unmistakable Italian elegance designed by Berloni lives 
in apartments, lofts, exclusive villas in Italy and worldwide.

 
L’incomparable élégance italienne signée par Berloni vit 

dans des appartements, lofts, villas exclusives en Italy 
et dans le monde.

 
L’inconfundible elegancia italiana firmada Berloni, vive en 

apartamentos, lofts, villas exclusivas en Italia y en el mundo.

НепревзойдеНН ая итальяНская элегаНтНость,воплощеНН ая в мебели 

Berloni, живет в апартамеНтах, лофтах, эксклюзивНых виллах, как в 

италии, так и во всем мире.

從義大利到全世界，無論是公寓、閣樓還是私人莊園，BERLONI均能將意大利
優雅風格無暇的融入設計之中。



It’s a wonderful experience inside  
beauty and art culture.

We have our Design Lab where we develop ideas 
and projects, we test new materials and finishes.

We’re always ready to experiment with new 
aesthetic solutions and techniques together 

with creatives, designers and architects.
Our products are the result of the combination 
of Italian style, industrial design and craftwork.
We are currently cooperating with Telemaco, 

Marco Fumagalli and Luciano Grugni.
In the past we have worked with Sottsass 
Associati and Enzo Eusebi among others, 

we are always open to the best creative ideas 
representing the excellence of Italian Design.

Marco FumagalliLuciano Grugni Telemaco

His creativity, his professional and 
human style are strongly influenced 
not just by his deep technical  
knowledge any by the constant 
monitoring of the new industrial 
design trends and architectural  
innovations, but also by the 
emerging market trends and by his 
rich educational background in the 
artistic, humanistic, musical, sporting 
and photography fields.  

Born in 1969, Architecture 
degree in Milan. In 2001 born the 
Marcarchstudio, the commitment 
involves several sectors: achitecture, 
public spaces design, fittings, 
retail stores, contract and Product 
Design. The countries where his 
presence is consolidated are Italy, 
Malta, United Arab Emirates, China 
and Malaysia. Rewarded with the 
furniture china award, if design, 
good design, reddot design award.                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                      
                                              

Telemaco, interior and industrial 
designer, he has always cooperated 
both in Italy and abroad with 
prestigious Furnishing and 
Components Companies. His 
design fervor and personal eclectic 
creativity have always pushed him to 
experiment and develop original and 
innovative projects in the production 
different sectors.
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Luxury Dreams
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Exclusive Studios & Apartments
p. 10 B50  roVere nero china opaco 
   + laccato Bianco calce lucido
p. 20 gineVra Bianco calce
p. 30 B50  laccato sahara lucido   
   + laccato Biscotto lucido
p. 40 olympia Bianco calce 
   + Biscotto





Paris, the backdrop of beauty and romance, 
represents, with its apartment buildings, 
its exclusive boutiques, its bright lights, 
the art of timeless elegance. Concepts and 
lifestyles come together, in a profound way, 
even within the context of living spaces, 
recapturing special atmospheres 
where Italian design finds its medium.

THE 
CITY OF 
LIGHTS
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B50
ROVERE NERO CHINA OPACO 

+ LACCAtO bIANCO CALCE  LUCIDO
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B50

The contemporaneity of the furnishings 
is enhanced thanks to the sophisticated 

classical frame, which enriches the scene. 
A perfect balance between elegance and 

creativity, between tradition and modernity.
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Architecture, colours, streets, sounds, 
smells, people. Each element contributes 

to defining the very essence of a space ideal 
for living and for rediscovering 

strong sensations and unique, different, 
special emotions. And everywhere there will be
room for beauty, for elegance, in all its forms

and facets, for writing a new story, 
for rendering everyday experiences incredible

and striking.
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Ginevra
 Bianco calce
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Ginevra22 23



Ginevra24 25



Geometries and materials to be 
rediscovered  in everyday life.  

The purity of contemporary design 
emanates an aesthetic essence  
which becomes the synthesis  

between functionality and sophistication, 
expressing a global harmony  

that enhances the space.

Ginevra26 27



New York, Taipei, Milan, Cape Town.
The ideal city does not exist. 

It is about the special people whose 
presence we look forward to every evening. 
Back in our surroundings, living our time, 
sharing it with those who are special to us, 

rediscovering pure emotions, 
leaving behind the frantic pace of the day, 
savouring the sweet rhythm of the night.
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B50
LACCAtO SAHARA LUCIDO 

+ LACCAtO bISCOttO LUCIDO
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Refined spaces that know how
to seduce, designed to welcome. 

Every detail tells a story 
of contemporary elegance, 

of a perfect style that
characterises the very heart 
of the home and of living. 
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Olympia
bIANCO CALCE  

+ bISCOttO
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Olympia42 43



Olympia44 45
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Trend Design Villas
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Soho
ROVERE NERO CHINA LUCIDO
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Soho54 55



CONTEMPORARY 
ARCHITECTURE

Architecture marks the time, the place, 
accompanies the evolution and progress  
of society. Location affects the way in which  
the organisation of the space is conceived. 
Villas near the sea delight in the enchantment  
of the beach, in the colours of the landscape. 
Miami Beach, Portocervo, Cancùn or Dubai: 
the harmony of nature with the construction,  
the balance between internal and external spaces, 
translate into experience and added value in terms 
of quality of living, one moment at a time.
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Canova
ROVERE mIELE 

+ ROVERE INCHIOStRO
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Canova60 61



Canova62 63



Canova64 65



Canova66 67



the search for balance and harmony, between mind 
and body, is the first step towards happiness.  
A focus on spiritual aspects may also take into 
account living styles and choices relating  
to the configuration and the characterisation 
of our surroundings. there are philosophies, 
such as Feng Shui, which concern themselves 
with the physical layout of buildings and furnishings.  
the informed application of theory and practice leads 
to solutions that favour and enhance the way we live 
and interpret the house.

SPIRITUAL AND 
PHYSICAL 
DIMENSIONS
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Soho
ROVERE mARRONE LUCIDO
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Soho72 73



Soho74 75



Soho76 77



Rediscovering pure and vital energy,
pursing a harmonious rapport with

the space that surrounds us.
Contexts deprived of excess, pure in their
architectural and furnishing philosophy,

seamlessly integrated with the environment
that hosts them and surrounds them.

Living in nature is a source of well-being,
leading to feelings of pleasure and freedom

to be enjoyed in everyday life. 
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Plan
ROVERE NAtURAL DOGAtO 

+ LACCAtO bRUNItO OPACO
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Plan82 83



Plan84 85



Unique Urban Lofts
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B50
LACCAtO VERDE LUCIDO RAL 6034 

+ ROVERE mARRONE OPACO
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Gaudì maintained that in nature, 
the ultimate expression of harmony, 

there are no right angles. 
And here is the desire to rediscover soft, 

sinuous and inspiring curves. 
Lines that pursue one another restoring 

dynamism, offering new ideas of thought 
and design.
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ETHNIC AND 
METROPOLITAN 
STYLE

From Chicago to Mexico City. Between Hong 
Kong and Melbourne. Travellers, those who 
wish to experience the world, increasingly find 
their inspiration in the ethnic style. An evocative 
cultural contamination characterised by objects, 
design, materials, colours and scents. A fusion 
of emotional elements and functional decoration 
that leads to the creation of exquisite furnishings, 
a unique blend of essence and experiences.
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B50
LACCAtO bIANCO CALCE OPACO 

+ ROVERE NAtURAL
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B50

A style that draws its power from 
unusual, unexpected and incredibly 

seductive combinations.  
A harmony of forms, creativity 

and contemporary functionality, enhanced 
with personal touches, which celebrate 

history that has been lived, culture 
and art that have been experienced.
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the city may seem cold and detached, 
yet within its core, a rich history of 
architecture and post industrial era 
activity is revealed. many individuals, 
above all the young and affluent, are in 
search of the true soul of the city, among 
the bricks of recovered buildings. Living 
intensely, loving new trends and genuine 
experiences, passionate about Italian 
design, in terms of both fashion 
and décor, a perfect symbol for 
consolidating their social position.

EXPERIENCING 
AND LIVING 
AN URBAN 
STYLE
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B50
ROVERE NERO CHINA DOGAtO OPACO
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B50

Bricks, fixtures, flooring: these are the very 
elements that define and characterise 

the story of those who inhabited a house.  
And here, elements of Italian design give 
life to the concept of the loft. In the midst 
of the many emotions evoked when gazing 
upon a skyline, we rediscover a bit of Italy, 

a touch of Made in Italy: from objects 
to accessories, from décor to style.  
Everything flawlessly casual.
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Romantic Houses Soul
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Ginevra
bIANCO CALCE

116 117



Ginevra118 119



Ginevra120 121



Ginevra122 123
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Olympia
COCCO L

126126 127



Olympia128128 129



Olympia130130 131



Olympia132132 133



Romanticism also means furnishing
with a style that always knows how
to evoke emotions. The very essence of

certain houses, precious and compelling,
appears to search for the elegance

of Italian design within its interiors
Style and sophistication, decoration
and craftsmanship define journeys

characterised by exquisitely 
unique emotions.
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Sheraton
FRASSINO NERO CHINA 

+ FRASSINO AVENA
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Sheraton138 139



Sheraton

Wooden furnishings represent an
important element of the classic Italian
furniture culture and continue to serve

an essential role even today. 
The veins, the open pores, narrate the story
of the wood, of its workmanship. Classic
lines combined with current tones and

shades represent the very essence
of quality classic furnishings, the product

and synthesis of artisanal production
methods, the result of the experience
and the creative spirit of a people.
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Sheraton142 143



Romantic details, portrayed
through scents, colours and shapes.

A gesture, an object, the detail
of a moment, can be truly unique
and unrepeatable. None of this
is ever irrelevant or outdated,

especially if able to invoke a pure
and indescribable emotion, 

to make us smile.
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Florence
CORDA 

+ bIANCO ANtICO
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Florence

Spaces restored with taste and
contemporary touches, rediscover

the life and warmth of their
origins, thanks to exclusive

furnishings and objects.
The essence and the feeling that
an Italian design brings with it,
invokes warmth and renders the

environment unique: beauty,
art and creativity improve our lives

considerably.
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Florence150 151



MAGIC, 
HISTORY AND 
CHARM IN ONE 
PLACE

We are immediately conquered by that mysterious 
atmosphere, between ancient and modern, 
where we discover the perfect blend of history 
and romance. The house is looked after in every 
single detail. The green landscape offers an almost 
ubiquitous backdrop, a seemingly surreal scenic 
inspiration, for embracing, without any hesitation, 
the pleasure of living Italian creativity.
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Athena
bIANCO ZINCO

154 155



Athena156 157



Athena

Lunch time transforms into an almost 
magical ritual, where ingredients 

and flavours come together, in their 
maximum form of expression. A fireplace, 

dinner guests, good food: the basic 
ingredients for living a special moment.  

Warm atmospheres, pleasant 
and romantic, complemented by decorative 

aesthetic solutions that tell the story 
of the Italian furniture tradition.
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Athena160 161



Mansion Mood

162162 163



Sheraton
FRASSINO NAtURALE 

+ FRASSINO VISONE

164164 165



Sheraton166166 167



Sheraton

Decorating with taste, respecting 
the style of the house and enhancing it 
with the creativity of Italian design, 
the result of precious craftsmanship, 

symbol of harmony and elegance, luxury 
suitable for any environment.
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The Mansion. An architectural
and social philosophy that defined

an era. Splendid residences
surrounded by green landscapes,
characterised by utmost attention
to detail, despite the rather large

spaces. Precious and refined
interiors, decorative excellence

and absolute elegance.
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Sheraton
FRASSINO NERO PAtINAtO ARGENtO  

+ bIANCO CALCE
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Sheraton

A classically inspired architecture, 
enriched by the unequalled elegance 

of Italian design furnishings. Solutions 
that fully express and combine feelings 
inspired by living spaces, recapturing 
concepts of harmony and continuity.
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Sheraton176 177



Nature at your fingertips,
manicured gardens, flowers

and plants characterised
by striking colours: a perfect scenic

background, an ideal theatre
for extraordinary, unique
and enticing residences.
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Athena
AVENA
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Athena182 183



Athena

Elements of Italian style define 
and enhance the most important space 

in the house. The central island becomes 
the true protagonist, permeating 

an unprecedented harmony around 
which everyday life revolves.
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Athena186 187



A thoroughly Italian melody,
which has the power to enchant

with its infinite grace and elegance.
The resounding notes

of a score determined to imbue
that unique, perfect and sought
after style, capable of thrilling

and fascinating, conscious of being
in possession of all the qualities

needed to be admired, loved
and lived.
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Sheraton
FRASSINO NOCE

190 191



The grain of the wood inescapably 
marks the beauty of Italian furniture: 
the natural material, beloved in every 

continent, expertly crafted to bring to life 
and to characterise refined, elegant 
and comfortable spaces, with strong 

aesthetic value.

Sheraton192 193
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Sheraton196 197



We are in tuscany, in the so-called 
“Chiantishire”, but we could be 
in Yorkshire or in the Ribeira del 
Duero. Lands characterised 
by a thousand shades, by unique 
landscapes, smells and sublime 
colours. Every glimpse is an image 
waiting to be captured, a living 
expression of the history 
and culture, in this case, Italian.  

Beauty and 
charm in 
every 
corner
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Athena
ARGILLA 

+ bIANCO ZINCO
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Athena202 203



Athena204 205



Athena206 207



The styles of external architectures
change, yet the passionate pursuit

for a distinctive taste of the
interiors remains unchanged.

For each type of residence, always
important and sophisticated,

perhaps enriched by the splendour
of the surrounding nature,

an ardent desire persists, focused on
the search for design solutions

that bring to life genuine emotions.
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Sheraton
FRASSINO mARRONE

210 211



Sheraton

Customs, cultures, diverse surroundings, 
unified by their choice of quality Italian 
design, always synonymous with style, 

aesthetics and functionality. There are no 
confines when such value and such beauty 

is exported.  
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Sheraton214 215
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Luxury Dreams

218218 219



Olympia
bIANCO CALCE

220220 221



Olympia

The bright light, the white, characteristic 
of the Made in Italy living experience, 

expresses itself in all its purity 
and spontaneity. The surroundings, 

enriched by the splendour of crystals, 
acquire new value and each element takes 

on a new and pulsating energy.
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Olympia224224 225



Olympia226226 227



Universally recognised Italian style
becomes, in every detail,

a symbol of elegance, desired, sought
after and loved by every woman.

Made in Italy embodies
the very dream of sophistication,

style and excellence.
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Grangala
SmOKE

230 231



Grangala

Italian creativity has the innate ability 
to charm and seduce. It expresses itself 
through a language composed of décor 

elements and distinctive patterns capable 
of instilling any surrounding with 

a charming atmosphere, ready to be lived 
and experienced in its incredible originality.
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Grangala234 235



Grangala236 237



ELEGANCE 
MEETS 
LUXURY

This villa is the design of an world renowned architecture 
studio. Decontextualised from the city where it is 
located, this residence incorporates, with extraordinary 
sophistication, unique luxury elements and artistic 
aspects of exceptional value. The austere coherence 
in the search for maximum elegance manifests itself in 
the lines of the exterior façade, in the refinement of the 
gardens and of the social spaces, up to the selection 
of Italian production designer furnishings.
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Florence
bIANCO ANtICO
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Florence242 243



Florence244 245



Florence

Materials, research, forms and details.
Each individual element contributes
to the definition of an extraordinary

environment, which is completed
through the nuances of the selected

shades, celebrating, fully, the excellence
of style in decorating.
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Grangala
AVENA

250250 251



Grangala252252 253



Grangala254254 255



Grangala256256 257



DREAMING 
IN THE 
LAGOON

Venice, one of the most romantic cities in the world, a true 
expression of charm and mystery. A symbol of history, 
art and tradition, yet also a sweet lovers’ dream. 
Time appears to stand still in the lagoon, surrounded 
by the fog and the enchanting water reflections along 
the canals. Offering magical atmospheres, surprisingly 
unforgettable, incredibly genuine.
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Grangala
bIANCO CALCE
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Grangala262 263



Grangala264 265



B50

Sheratom

OlympiaAthena

Grangala

rovere nero china opaco
+ laccato bianco calce 
lucido

rovere natural dogato
+ laccato brunito opaco

frassino naturale
+ frassino visone

frassino nero china
+ frassino avena

frassino marrone

Bianco calce
+ Biscotto

cocco Bianco calceBianco zinco

avena

pag. 154

pag. 250

pag. 200

pag. 230

pag. 80

pag. 164pag. 136

pag. 40 pag. 126 pag. 220

Ginevra

Bianco calceBianco calce pag. 116pag. 20

pag. 180

pag. 260

pag. 10

pag. 190pag. 172

pag. 210

argilla + Bianco zinco 

smoke

avena

Bianco calce

Soho

Plan

Canova

rovere miele
+ rovere inchiostro

pag. 58

pag. 70pag. 50 rovere marrone lucido

Florence

pag. 146 pag. 240corda + Bianco antico Bianco antico

rovere nero china lucido

pag. 88laccato verde lucido 
ral 6034 + rovere marrone 
opaco

frassino nocefrassino nero patinato 
argento + Bianco calce

pag. 106

pag. 30laccato sahara lucido
+ laccato biscotto lucido

rovere nero china
dogato opaco

pag. 96laccato bianco calce opaco
+ rovere natural 

Index models
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Italian style and creativity are expressions 
characterised by deep roots. 

Their foundations are ingrained 
in a culture of art and in the ability 

to combine with taste materials, colours, 
craftsmanship, creativity and above all, 

in knowing exactly how to use these 
elements with characteristic elegance.  

Pleasantly Made In Italy. 

Finishes

268 269



Athena

laccati patinati
Patinated lacquers
Laqués patinés 

Lacados estucados
Крашеные патинированные
仿铜锈处理烤漆门板

acqua

avenaBianco zinco

lavanda

deserto

Verde nilo

argilla

decapè

smoke

B50

laccati opachi e lucidi
Matt and glossy lacquers
Laqués opaques et brillants

Lacados mate y brillo 
Крашеные матовые и глянцевые
雾面与镜面烤漆

sahara

ral

fango tangrigio Brunitococco

inchiostroBlu prussia

BiscottoBianco calce fumo

rosso fuocoVerde Bordeaux maregiallo arancione

monolaccati lucidi 
Glossy mono-lacquers
Mono-laqués brillants

Mono-lacados brillo 
Монокрашеныt глянцевыеr
镜面五面钢琴烤漆

sahara inchiostroBiscottoBianco calce rosso fuoco

acrilico
Acrylic
Acrylique

Acrílico
Акрилик
结晶钢烤

antracite

Beige grigioBianco

Nerorosso

nocciola

270 271



B50

essenze
Wood veneered
Bois plaqué 

Chapas de madera
Шпон дерева
实木贴皮

rovere grigio

noce gres rovere Biscottorovere sahararovere Bianco

rovere natural rovere 
marrone opaco

rovere 
marrone lucido

rovere nero
china opaco

rovere cenere

rovere nero
china lucido

rovere miele rovere inchiostro

fenix ntm

grigio londra Beige luxor grigio efeso Bianco kos 

grigio Bromo  nero ingo titanio doha Blu delft 

castoro ottawa

nobilitato wall
Melamine wall finish
Mélamine wall

nobilitato timber
Melamine timber finish
Mélamine timber

Melaminico wall
Облагороженный пластик wall
仿清水模人造板

Melaminico timber
Облагороженный пластик timber
立面仿木纹人造板

Browngrigio BeigeBiancoBianco Bronzenaturale Beige cemento

nobilitato liscio 
Melamine plain finish
Mélamine lisse

Melaminico liso
Облагороженный пластик liscio
立面仿木纹人造板

nobilitato woody
Melamine woody finish
Mélamine woody

Melaminico woody
Облагороженный пластик woody
立面仿木纹人造板

Black macintoshsahara grigio torbaBianco coccoBiscotto noce tabaccosahara BiscottoBianco cocco

nobilitato plank 
Melamine plank finish
Mélamine plank

Melaminico plank
Облагороженный пластик
立面仿木纹人造板

Visonechampagne

nobilitato deck 
Melamine deck finish
Mélamine deck

Melaminico deck
Облагороженный пластик deck
立面仿木纹人造板

Braceterra di latte mokanaturale

nobilitato wave
Melamine wave finish
Mélamine wave

Melaminico wave
Облагороженный пластик wave
立面仿木纹人造板

rovere mudBianco ice

laccati opachi
Matt lacquers
Laqués opaques

Lacados mate
Крашеные матовые
雾面烤漆

sahara Biscotto fangoBianco calce fumo inchiostrogrigio tan mare

anta telaio / framed door / porte chÂssis
puerta marco / дверка с рамкой / 门板框架
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Canova

rovere grigio rovere miele rovere inchiostrorovere Biscottorovere sahararovere Bianco

essenze
Wood veneered
Bois plaqué 

essenze
Wood veneered
Bois plaqué 

Chapas de madera
Шпон дерева
实木贴皮

Florence

laccati vintage
Vintage lacquers
Laqués vintage

cipriaBianco antico canapa corda

Ginevra

laccati opachi
Matt lacquers
Laqués opaques

Lacados mate
Крашеные матовые
雾面烤漆

sahara Biscotto fangoBianco calce fumo inchiostrogrigio tan mare

Grangala

Bianco calce Bianco argento Bianco oro Beige oro decapé tortora argento antracite argento

laccati opachi
Matt lacquers
Laqués opaques

Lacados mate
Крашеные матовые
雾面烤漆

laccati patinati
Patinated lacquers
Laqués patinés 

Lacados estucados
Крашеные патинированные
仿铜锈处理烤漆门板

avenaBianco zinco lavandaargilla smoke

rovere 
marrone opaco

rovere nero
china opaco

rovere cenere
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Olympia

coccoBianco calce Biscotto

ante con vetro incollato texture coccodrillo
Doors with glued crocodile leather effect glass
Portes avec verre incollé texture crocodile
Puertas con vidrio pegado efecto piel de cocodrilo
Дверь с приклеенным стеклом с текстурой крокодила
钢琴烤漆门板镶鳄鱼皮纹玻璃

Plan

rovere grigiorovere grigionoce gresnoce gres rovere Biscottorovere Biscotto rovere naturalrovere naturalrovere sahararovere sahararovere Biancorovere Bianco

laccati opachi e lucidi
Matt and glossy lacquers
Laqués opaques et brillants

laccati lucidi
Glossy lacquers
Laqués brillants

Lacados mate y brillo 
Крашеные матовые и глянцевые
雾面与镜面烤漆

Lacados brillo
Крашеные глянцевые
镜面烤漆

essenze
Wood veneered
Bois plaqué 

Chapas de madera
Шпон дерева
实木贴皮

rovere miele rovere inchiostro

sahara

sahara ral

ral

fango

fango

tan

tan

grigio

grigio

Brunito

Brunito

coccococco*

inchiostro

inchiostro

Blu prussia

Blu prussia

BiscottoBiscotto* Bianco calceBianco calce* fumo

fumo rosso fuoco

rosso fuoco

VerdeVerde Bordeaux

Bordeaux

mare

mare

giallogiallo arancionearancione

colori consigliati*

rovere cenere

fenix ntm

grigio londra Beige luxor grigio efeso Bianco kos grigio Bromo  nero ingo titanio doha Blu delft castoro ottawa
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Bianco Calce 
patinato Argento

Avena 
patinato Argento

Argilla
patinato Argento

Visone
patinato Argento

Nero China
patinato Argento

Fard

naturale

Visone

noce

argilla

avenamarrone

nero china

Bianco calce

frassino laccato poro aperto
Open pore lacquered ashwood
Frêne laqué pore ouvert

Fresno lacado poro abierto
Ясень крашеный с открытыми порами
白蜡木浅孔木纹理烤漆

Fresno lacado poro abierto plata patinada 
Ясень крашеный с открытыми порами с серебряной патиной
白蜡木浅孔木纹理银色烤漆

frassino laccato poro aperto patinato argento 
Open pore lacquered ashwood silver patinated 
Frêne laqué pore ouvert argent patiné 

Sheraton Soho

laccati opachi e lucidi
Matt and glossy lacquers
Laqués opaques et brillants

Lacados mate y brillo 
Крашеные матовые и глянцевые
雾面与镜面烤漆

Rovere 
Marrone Opaco

Rovere
Marrone Lucido

Rovere Nero
China Opaco

Rovere Nero
China Lucido

essenze
Wood veneered
Bois plaqué 

Chapas de madera
Шпон дерева
实木贴皮

sahara

ral

fango

tan

grigio

Brunito

cocco

inchiostroBlu prussia

BiscottoBianco calce

fumo

rosso fuoco

Verde

Bordeaux mare

giallo arancione
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